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Abstract  We have developed an empirical earthquake forecast method, Maeda's method, based on the statistical features of precursory seismic swarm activity, that is foreshocks, which sometimes appear before a mainshock, and issuing an alert of a mainshock occurrence within a certain period of time. In this study, we investigated the effectiveness of earthquake forecast of Maeda's method by applying it to seismicity under various tectonic environments of Japan such as regions characterized by interplate seismic activity, a tectonic fault line (concentrated deformation zone), and an island arc area of seismic and volcanic activity. As a result, we confirmed that Maeda's method yielded generally higher scores than a forecast model based on a stationary space-time epidemic-type aftershock sequence (ETAS) model. We also found that foreshocks detected along the Japan Trench were distributed along the edges of low-velocity anomalies and among areas with background swarms related to slow slip events (SSEs). The foreshocks may have been caused by a heterogeneous stress distribution associated with the existence of a plate-bending axis and a subducted seamount. Foreshocks off Iwate prefecture, in particular, were excited by periodic SSEs. In an inland tectonic zone and an island arc, swarm activity associated with magmatic or fluid activity related to low-velocity anomalies tended to be followed by a mainshock. Maeda's method is a simple and efficient counting-number-based earthquake forecast model and may capture characteristics of foreshocks that reflect a physical phenomenon, such as a nucleation process involving precursory slip, which the stationary ETAS model is not able to represent.

Plain Language Summary  We have developed an empirical earthquake forecast method, Maeda's method, based on the statistical features of precursory seismic swarm activity, that is foreshocks. In this study, we investigated the effectiveness of the earthquake forecast of Maeda's method by applying it to seismicity under various tectonic environments of Japan. As a result, we confirmed that Maeda's method yielded generally higher scores than a forecast model based on a stationary space-time epidemic-type aftershock sequence model. We also found that foreshocks detected along the Japan Trench were distributed along the edges of low-velocity anomalies and among areas with background swarms related to slow slip events (SSEs). In addition, we found that foreshocks off Iwate prefecture in particular were excited by periodic SSEs. In an inland tectonic zone and an island arc, swarm activity associated with magmatic or fluid activity related to low-velocity anomalies tended to be followed by a mainshock. Maeda's method is a simple and efficient counting-number-based earthquake forecast model and may capture characteristics of foreshocks that reflect a physical phenomenon.

1. Introduction

In general, only one particularly large earthquake in a series of seismic activities is called a mainshock, earthquakes that occurred before the mainshock are called foreshocks, and earthquakes that occurred after the mainshock are called aftershocks. If foreshocks can be identified in advance, it will be very useful for disaster prevention. In the previous study (e.g., Felzer et al., 2004), however, it has been pointed out that there was no correlation between the magnitude of the mainshock and the magnitude, number, and spatial extent of foreshocks, and that aftershocks, multiples, and foreshocks are caused by the same physical process. The aftershock sequence has been simulated well by an epidemic-type aftershock sequence model. We also found that foreshocks off Iwate prefecture in particular were excited by periodic SSEs. In an island arc area of seismic and volcanic activity. As a result, we confirmed that Maeda's method yielded generally higher scores than a forecast model based on a stationary space-time epidemic-type aftershock sequence model. Ogata & Katsura, 2014). The ETAS model is represented by the superposition of an epidemic-type aftershock sequence on background activity. Felzer et al. (2015) asserted that an ETAS model with suitable parameters could produce the accelerated increase of the number of earthquakes before mainshocks found by Bouchon et al. (2013). These results indicate that an ETAS model is one of the ef-
2. Data and Study Regions

We used the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) unified hypocenter catalog (JMA catalog hereafter). JMA-classifies and flags data according to their accuracy and determination method (https://www.data.jma.go.jp/svd/eqev/data/bulletin/catalog/notes_e.html). For high-precision hypocenters (flags K, k, and A) in our study regions, the origin time error is less than 0.5–1.0 s and the epicenter latitude/longitude estimation error is less than 3.0–5.0 min. For low-precision hypocenters (flags S, s, and a), typically in areas with a low density of stations such as around minor islands, the origin time error is less than 0.5–2.0 s and the epicenter
latitude/longitude estimation error is less than 3.0–10.0 min. In this study, we used all classes of data because the information about whether or not an earthquake occurred was useful even if the location error was not small. However, low-frequency earthquakes were excluded. Previous studies (Maeda, 1993, 1996; Maeda & Hirose, 2016) used only hypocenters flagged K. Flags k, A, s, and a were first introduced in April 2016 (Tamaribuchi, 2018). In general, fewer earthquakes have flags S, s, and a, compared with the number with flags K, k, and A (Table 1). Information on seismicity in each of our study regions is given in the Supporting Information S1, Section S1.

3. Methods

3.1. Maeda’s Method: An Empirical Earthquake Forecast Method

Maeda’s method (Maeda, 1993, 1996; Maeda & Hirose, 2016) is a forecast model that efficiently extracts foreshocks from background seismicity.

3.1.1. Foreshock Identification Procedure

The method used to search for parameters of foreshocks that show high forecast performance consists of the following four steps:

1. Elimination of small aftershocks from the original data. Distance $L$ (km) and the time interval $t_a$ (days) between a mainshock and an aftershock depend on the magnitude of a previous earthquake ($M_{pre}$) as

$$\log_{10} L \leq 0.5 M_{pre} - 1.8,$$

$$\log_{10}(t_a + 0.3) \leq \left[0.17 + 0.85 \left(M_{pre} - 4.0\right)\right] / 1.3,$$

where Equations 1 and 2 are basing on empirical laws proposed by Utsu (1961) and Utsu (1970), respectively, to identify aftershocks. For example, when $M_{pre}$ is 8, 7, and 6, $L$ is 160, 50, and 16 km, respectively, and $t_a$ is 557, 123, and 27 days, respectively. To remove only small earthquakes, we introduced the following condition:

$$M_a < M_{pre} - M_d; \quad M_d = 1.0,$$

where $M_a$ is the magnitude of an aftershock, and $M_d$ represents the magnitude difference between $M_{pre}$ and $M_a$. The reason for including Equation 3 is that earthquake swarm activity with small magnitude differences may be connected to a subsequent larger event. Note that although it has been reported that small aftershock data are missing in catalogs due to overlapping seismic waveform records for about one day immediately after a large earthquake (Zhuang et al., 2017), Maeda’s method can avoid the problem of short-term aftershock incompleteness by not dealing with small earthquakes.

2. Selection of foreshock (precursory swarm activity) candidates, defined as the number $N_f$ of earthquakes with magnitude $\geq M_f$ (the foreshock magnitude threshold) occurring in a segment with size $D^\circ \times D^\circ$ (latitude $\times$ longitude) during a period of $T_f$ days. Grid points at the centers of segments in the evaluation area are spaced at intervals of $D^\circ/2$ (red crosses in Figures S1a and S5a). The alarm area is the same

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th># Of earthquakes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Years</td>
<td>Days</td>
<td>Latitude (°N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off Iwate</td>
<td>1961–2010</td>
<td>18,262</td>
<td>39.0–40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off Miyagi</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>38.0–39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off Ibaraki</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>36.0–36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Honshu</td>
<td>1998–2019</td>
<td>8035</td>
<td>35.6–37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izu Islands</td>
<td>1977–2019</td>
<td>15,705</td>
<td>33.5–35.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. K, k, A = high-precision hypocenters; S, s, a = low-precision hypocenters.
segment with size $D^a \times D^a$. The $N_f$-th foreshock candidate in each sequence is called an alarm earthquake in this paper.

3. Selection of the alarm period. The alarm period $T_a$ is the number of days after an alarming earthquake is used to forecast a target earthquake.

4. The values of $D, M_f, T_f, N_f, T_a, M_{lost}$ (the mainshock magnitude threshold) that result in a high forecast performance are determined by the grid-search method. See Section 3.1.2 for forecast efficiency.

Earthquakes with $M \geq M_{lost}$, excluding aftershocks (earthquakes that satisfy Equations 1 and 2), are defined as target earthquakes. We applied Maeda's method to the real catalog to obtain the optimum values of parameters $D, M_f, T_f, N_f, T_a$, and $M_{lost}$ in each study region. In this regard, for optimum values of $M_f$ and $M_{lost}$, and for optimum values of $D$ in the areas along the Japan trench, we used the values determined by Maeda and Hirose (2016) in order to save calculation cost. To determine optimum values for $D$ in central Honshu and the Izu Islands, we tested three possible values (Table S1). We estimated values for the other parameters by the grid search method from 900 combinations because it is sensitive to earthquake catalog: $T_f = 1, 2, \ldots, 10$ days; $N_f = 2, 3, \ldots, 10$ events; and $T_a = 1, 2, \ldots, 10$ days. The optimum parameter values and forecast results (see Section 3.1.2) in each region in this study (Table 2) are different from those in the previous studies (Maeda, 1993, 1996; Maeda & Hirose, 2016) because of differences in the data precision flags, evaluation regions (this study considered only specific areas along the Japan trench), and analysis periods.

3.1.2. Indices of Forecast Efficiency

We adopted the difference in the Akaike information criterion, $\Delta$AIC (the same as PIC of Maeda, 1996), an information theory-based criterion, as an index of the overall performance of a forecast algorithm:

$$
\Delta \text{AIC} = 2n \text{AR} \ln \text{PG} + 2n(1 - \text{AR}) \ln \frac{1 - \text{AR}}{1 - \frac{\text{AR}}{\text{PG}}} - 2 \quad (\text{PG} \geq 1),
$$

(4)

where $n$ represents the total number of target earthquakes, AR is the alarm rate ($= [\text{number of target earthquakes in alarmed space-time}] / [\text{total number of target earthquakes}]$), and PG is the probability gain ($= [\text{occurrence rate of target earthquakes in alarmed space-time}] / [\text{background occurrence rate}]$). Equation 4 calculates $\Delta$AIC between two models: a uniform Poisson model and a two Poisson rate model. The latter assumes that the Poisson rate in the alarmed space-time is different from the rate in non-alarmed space-time. A $\Delta$AIC value of less than about two is considered insignificant (Utsu, 1999). PG can also be used to evaluate the performance of a forecast model; when PG < 1, the forecast model is inferior to the uniform Poisson model. Note that PG becomes large if the background region includes an area where no earthquakes are expected to occur. To avoid that problem, we excluded segments ($D^a \times D^a$) where no earthquakes with magnitude $\geq M_f$ occurred during the entire period used to calculate PG. The truth rate (TR) ($= [\text{number of alarm earthquakes followed by a target earthquake in alarmed space-time}] / [\text{total number of alarm earthquakes}]$) is another index of forecast efficiency. There is a trade-off between AR and TR (or PG). Therefore, we used $\Delta$AIC to evaluate forecast efficiency comprehensively and also used the F-measure, defined as the harmonic mean of AR and TR, as a supplemental index of forecast efficiency. For each of these five indices of forecast efficiency, the larger the index value, the better the forecast performance. Note that because $\Delta$AIC depends on the number of target earthquakes, $\Delta$AIC should not be compared between different target earthquakes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>$D$ (°)</th>
<th>$M_f$</th>
<th>$T_f$ (days)</th>
<th>$N_f$</th>
<th>$T_a$ (days)</th>
<th>$M_{lost}$</th>
<th>Alarm rate (%)</th>
<th>Truth rate (%)</th>
<th>$F$ (%)</th>
<th>PG</th>
<th>$\Delta$AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off Iwate and Miyagi</td>
<td>1961–2010</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>33.3 ($= 8/24$)</td>
<td>24.4 ($= 10/41$)</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>340.5</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off Ibaraki</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>66.7 ($= 4/6$)</td>
<td>30.8 ($= 4/13$)</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>1567.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Honshu</td>
<td>1998–2019</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>40.0 ($= 6/15$)</td>
<td>9.6 ($= 7/73$)</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>439.9</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izu Islands</td>
<td>1977–2019</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>72.3 ($= 47/65$)</td>
<td>20.1 ($= 63/314$)</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>338.0</td>
<td>499.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Forecast Model Based on the Stationary Space-Time ETAS Model

Equation 4 shows the difference in forecast performance between Maeda's method and random guess. We would like to also compare with a more advanced forecast model than random guess and evaluate quantitatively whether Maeda's method merely captures apparent foreshocks due to the aftershock trigger effect. Therefore, we adopted a forecast model based on the stationary space-time ETAS model (Ogata & Zhuang, 2006) (hereinafter, ETAS forecast model) as a reference. It has been pointed out that the stationary ETAS model whose parameters do not change with time does not reproduce foreshocks well (Seif et al., 2019). In addition, the nonstationary ETAS model with time-dependency in the background seismicity rate (Llenos et al., 2009; Kumazawa & Ogata & Katsura, 2014), the ETAFS model that foreshocks with reverse time have similar characteristics to spatiotemporal decay of aftershocks (Petrillo & Lippiello, 2021), and an ensemble forecast consisting of various ETAS models with different parameters (Llenos & Michael, 2019) have also been proposed. Our study area is the area where the forecast performance of Maeda's method for detecting precursory swarm activity is relatively high (Maeda, 1993, 1996; Maeda & Hirose, 2016), so it may be at a disadvantage for the stationary space-time ETAS model which is pointed out to be low reproducibility of foreshocks. However, because the purpose of this study is not to improve the forecast efficiency of the ETAS forecast model, we adopted the standard stationary space-time ETAS model here (see Section S2). Note that because the ETAFS model (Petrillo & Lippiello, 2021) is a model that uses information on future events, it cannot be used in principle for forecast. See Section S2 for details of the construction procedure and evaluation of the ETAS forecast model.

Besides that, for off Iwate and Miyagi prefectures and off Ibaraki prefecture along the Japan Trench, we constructed synthetic catalogs based on the stationary space-time ETAS model (ETAS catalogs, hereafter). By applying Maeda’s method to the ETAS catalogs, we also investigated whether Maeda's method merely captures apparent foreshocks due to the aftershock trigger effect expressed by the ETAS model (Section S3). See Section S4 for details of the construction procedure of ETAS catalogs.

4. Forecast Performance

4.1. Comparison of Forecast Results Between Maeda's Method and ETAS Forecast Model

Figure 2 summarizes forecast results of Maeda’s method (Table 2) and ETAS forecast model (Table S3). For the ETAS forecast model, results with the highest ΔAIC in each region are plotted. In a few cases, the results of the ETAS forecast model are better than Maeda’s one depending on indices of forecast efficiency (Section 3.1.2) such as AR and PG (Figures 2a and 2d). However, because ΔAIC and the F-measure of Maeda’s method is higher than that of the ETAS forecast model (compared with the same color in Figure 2), Maeda’s method has higher forecast performance comprehensively. In the example of applying the ETAS forecast model to seismicity in and around Italy, PGs exceeded 100, but TRs were a few percent, indicating that practical application would be difficult (Console et al., 2010). The same tendency for the ETAS forecast model can be seen in Figure 2. In this study, PGs of both forecast models in Figure 2d are larger than those of other forecast models (see Nakatani, 2020, for a review of the PGs of various forecast models). Especially, the forecast efficiency with Maeda’s method tends to be large because the alarmed time-space is very small, resulting in that PGs, AR, and TR reached about 300%–1600%, 30%–70%, and 10%–30% (Figure 2, Table 2). Even though Maeda’s method is a simple counting-number-based earthquake forecast model, it produces a comprehensively more efficient forecast than a complex ETAS forecast model.

4.2. Temporal Acceleration of Foreshocks Before Target Earthquakes

Figure 3 shows the cumulative number of stacked earthquakes, normalized by the number of target earthquakes and the maximum number of foreshocks just before the mainshock and excluding earthquakes satisfying the aftershock conditions (Equations 1–3 in Section 3.1.1), in the 30 days before the target earthquakes in each target area (Figure 3). The spatial range of each target earthquake is $D^a \times D^a$ centered on the grids (red crosses in Figures S1a and S5a).

The temporal acceleration of the cumulative number of foreshocks prior to a target earthquake is apparent in all regions. Figures 3c and 3d show the dependency of magnitudes of target earthquakes in central
Honshu and the Izu Islands, respectively. We can find the temporal acceleration at any target magnitudes, and the larger the target magnitude is, the more remarkable the temporal acceleration is.

For two regions (off Iwate and Miyagi prefectures and off Ibaraki prefecture) along the Japan Trench, we also superimpose the average of 1,000 synthetic ETAS catalogs in Figures 3a and 3b (see Section S3). We can find the temporal acceleration in both the real catalog (red curve) and the average of the ETAS catalogs (blue curve). Results obtained by applying Maeda’s method with the optimum parameter values for each ETAS catalog to 1,000 synthetic ETAS catalogs are shown in Table S5, Figures S12h–S12k and S13h–S13k. The median PG is several hundred. Because Maeda’s method has the property of extracting foreshocks, these results indicate that foreshocks could be reproduced to some extent just by superimposing aftershock triggering effects and random background activity, as pointed out in previous studies (e.g., Felzer et al., 2015). However, on the other hand, the seismicity immediately before target earthquakes was more active in the real catalog (Figure 3), and the comprehensive forecast efficiency index F-measure was higher when Maeda’s method is applied to the real catalog (Table 2). These results indicate that it is hard for the stationary space-time ETAS model to reproduce foreshock characteristics well, as pointed out in previous studies (e.g., Seif et al., 2019). Note that Maeda’s method adopted parameters that maximize ΔAIC as optimum parameters, but as described in Section 3.1.2, ΔAIC depends on the number of target earthquakes. Because the

Figure 2. Forecast results. (a) Alarm rate, (b) truth rate, (c) F-measure, (d) probability gain, and (e) Akaike Information Centre (ΔAIC). Red and black symbols indicate forecast results by Maeda’s method and the ETAS forecast model with the highest ΔAIC (Table S3), respectively.
ETAS catalog and the real catalog have different target earthquake numbers (Figures S12b and S13b), the comparison of ΔAICs is not shown in Table S5, Figures S12h–S12k and S13h–S13k.

To summarize, Maeda’s method is a simple and efficient counting-number-based earthquake forecast model and may capture characteristics of foreshocks that reflect a physical phenomenon, such as a nucleation process involving precursory slip, which the stationary ETAS model is not able to represent.

5. Spatio-Temporal Characteristics of Regions Where Foreshocks Tend to Occur

In this section, we describe the spatiotemporal characteristics of target earthquakes and alarm earthquakes based on the results (Table 2) obtained by applying Maeda’s method to real data.

5.1. Spatial Features Along the Japan Trench

As shown previously (Maeda, 1996; Maeda & Hirose, 2016), target earthquakes are preceded by foreshocks (blue circles in Figure 4) and alarm earthquakes followed by a target earthquake (red circles in Figure 4) tend to be distributed in specific areas along the Japan trench. In the results obtained by applying optimum...
parameters (Table 2) for off Iwate and Miyagi prefectures and off Ibaraki prefecture, respectively, to all earthquakes along the Japan trench (upper and lower panels in Figure 4), alarmed target earthquakes and true alarm earthquakes were concentrated in specific areas even when the foreshock parameters differed. In margins (latitudes 40°, 39°, 38°, 36.8°, and 36°N) of these specific areas, tremors and very low frequency earthquakes also occurred (Nishikawa et al., 2019) (Figure 4a), but regular seismicity was low (Figures S1 and S2), indicating a low interplate coupling rate. Background swarms identified by deviations from an
ETAS model are considered to correspond to slow slip events (SSEs) (Nishikawa et al., 2019). The background swarm distribution complements the distributions of tremors and very low frequency earthquakes, except off the boundary between Fukushima and Ibaraki prefectures (cf. Figures 4a and 4b). Most alarm earthquakes, however, are distributed in the background swarm areas (Figure 4b), indicating that swarm-like activity (alarm earthquakes), which is sometimes linked to large earthquakes (target earthquakes), is possibly related to SSEs. However, this result also suggests that the properties of background swarms differ among areas because true alarm earthquakes have more limited distribution.

Maeda (1996) reported regional variations of foreshocks along and across the trench and suggested that these variations may be caused by stress concentration driven by high structural heterogeneity at the plate boundary due to, for example, subducting seamounts, variations in the thermal structure, and subduction zone rheology.

Hua et al. (2020) estimated seismic velocity perturbations along the upper boundary of the subducting Pacific slab (Figure 4c) using high-quality data recorded by dense seismograph networks on land and seafloor. They showed that the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake ($M_w$ 9) initiated at a boundary between a down-dip high-velocity anomaly and an up-dip low-velocity anomaly. They suggested that the low-velocity anomaly at shallow depth indicates low-rigidity materials, such as subducted sediments, and an increase of dynamic pore-fluid pressure. They interpreted that the weak materials could not arrest the strong inertial motion of rupture propagating from down-dip, resulting in the large slips near the trench. In addition, they pointed out that the strong high-frequency radiation and strong ground motions mainly originated in the high-velocity anomaly in the deeper portion. Epicenters with $M \geq 7$ during 1917–2011 were distributed outside of the low-velocity anomaly areas. The distribution of background swarms (Figure 4b), extracted by Nishikawa et al. (2019), does not correspond spatially to the seismic velocity structure (Figure 4c). In contrast, alarmed target earthquakes and true alarm earthquakes identified by Maeda's method are distributed along the edges of the low-velocity anomaly areas.

Tsuru et al. (2002) conducted multichannel seismic reflection surveys and identified a wedge-shaped low-velocity zone at the tip of the overriding continental plate in the northern area of the Japan trench. They suggested that wedge-shaped low-velocity units may be caused by the presence of fluid and contribute to reduced coupling at the plate boundary. The distributions of alarmed target earthquakes and true alarm earthquakes do not correspond spatially to the wedge-shaped low-velocity units (Figure 4c); therefore, their presence does not constrain the occurrence of foreshocks. This interpretation is also supported by the lack of a wedge-shaped low-velocity unit in the area of foreshock activity off Ibaraki prefecture. However, Tsuru et al. (2002) identified a channel-like low-velocity layer with a thickness of a few kilometers (thick lines 11 and 14 in Figure 4c) off Ibaraki prefecture. They suggested that the presence of fluid can also cause a subduction channel and contribute to reduced coupling at the plate boundary. In fact, seismicity is low in those areas (Figure s2) where tremors and very low frequency earthquakes are also observed (Nishikawa et al., 2019) (Figure 4a). Subduction channels may be formed by the subduction of multiple seamounts, where strain energy is lost because of erosion of the base of the overriding plate (Mochizuki et al., 2008).

Mochizuki et al. (2008) investigated the relationship between seismicity and a large subducted seamount on the basis of ocean-bottom seismometer observations. They inferred that a subducted seamount may have concentrated stress at its northern subduction front, where they observed seismicity during about one month of observation and where the July 1982 M 7 earthquake rupture started. They also reported that aftershocks of repeated large earthquakes of $M \sim 7$ with a recurrence interval ~20 years since the 1920s did

Figure 4. Forecast results along the Japan trench obtained by applying Maeda's method to the Japan Meteorological Agency catalog with (a), (b) $T_f = 9$ days, $N_f = 3$ events, and $T_s = 4$ days or (c), (d) $T_f = 3$ days, $N_f = 2$ events, and $T_s = 1$ day (a), (c) Epicentral distributions of target earthquakes preceded by (solid blue circles) or not preceded by (open circles) foreshocks. (b), (d) Epicentral distributions of foreshock candidates (alarm earthquakes) followed by (solid red circles) or not followed by (x marks) a target earthquake. In addition to the forecast results, the following information is superimposed: (a) Tremors with a duration of 80 s or longer (red squares) and very low frequency earthquakes (yellow squares) (Nishikawa et al., 2019). (b) Background seismicity swarms (blue squares) (Nishikawa et al., 2019). (c) Residual P-wave velocity perturbations along the upper boundary of the subducting Pacific slab (Hua et al., 2020). Red and blue tiles indicate low- and high-velocity anomalies, respectively. The dashed lines are depth contours of the upper boundary of the subducting Pacific slab (contour interval 10 km) (Hua et al., 2020). Thin lines indicate seismic reflection survey lines. The inverted triangles on lines 3–7 indicate the western edge of a wedge-shaped unit with a P-wave velocity of 2–3 km/s. The thick parts of lines 11 and 14 indicate the location of a channel-like unit with a P-wave velocity of 3–4 km/s (Tsuru et al., 2002). (d) Bathymetry (contour interval 1,000 m). In (b), (d), the green ellipses indicate plate-bending points, and the line connecting the bending points indicates the bending axis (Fujie et al., 2006), and the green dashed circle indicates the subducted seamount (Mochizuki et al., 2008).
not occur south of the subducted seamount, indicating that the subducted seamount itself may not define the rupture area or cause low coupling. True alarm earthquakes also tended to be distributed along the northern edge of a subducted seamount (Figure 4d). Accordingly, foreshock occurrence may be affected by stress heterogeneities and stress concentrations associated with the existence of subducted seamounts.

Fujie et al. (2006) defined a plate-bending axis by connecting three bending points, where the dip of the subducting plate changes markedly, off Iwate and Miyagi prefectures (green line in Figures 4b and 4d). They pointed out that the bending axis approximately coincides with the updip limit of the rupture zone of large (M 7–8) interplate earthquakes, and velocities at the bottom of the upper plate vary from east to west across the bending axis. Thus, they interpreted that a change of physical properties in the upper plate may affect the configuration of the subducting plate and stress accumulation. They also observed microseismic activity along the bending axis. In our results, true alarm earthquakes appear to be distributed around the plate-bending axis. If the large subduced seamount off Ibaraki prefecture is also considered to be a plate-bending point, it is interesting to note that the depth of that bending point is the same as that of the bending points off Iwate and Miyagi prefectures.

To summarize, the distribution of true foreshocks that preceded large earthquakes (target earthquakes) is limited to the edges of low-velocity anomalies in areas of background seismicity swarms that are related to SSEs. Also, those foreshocks may be caused by a heterogeneous stress distribution associated with the existence of a plate-bending axis and a large subducted seamount.

5.2. Relation With SSEs

Off Iwate and Miyagi prefectures, 8 of 24 target earthquakes were alarmed (AR 33.3%; Table 2 and Figure 5), and 10 of 41 alarm earthquakes were true foreshocks (TR 24.4%). The number of alarmed target earthquakes is not always the same as the number of true alarm earthquakes because an alarm may be associated with multiple target earthquakes.

Uchida et al. (2016) identified periodic SSEs with recurrence intervals of 1–6 years on interplate areas along the Kuril and Japan trenches by analyzing repeating earthquakes catalog and GNSS data. Offshore Sanriku (pink dashed rectangle in Figures 5a and 5b), the dominant slip period of SSEs was 3.09 years. In region N (Figure 5), all 14 target earthquakes synchronized with the positive phase of the best-fitted sinusoidal function to the 3.09-year SSE period (pink and gray stripes in Figures 5c and 5d). Binomial testing indicated that the probability of this occurring by chance was 0.006%. Similarly, 19 of 27 alarm earthquakes (∼70%) synchronized with the SSE period (Figure 5d), and a binomial test showed the probability of this being by chance was 2.6%. Moreover, all alarmed target earthquakes and alarm earthquakes synchronized with the SSE periods. We also evaluated the correlation between foreshocks and SSEs using Molchan's error diagram (Molchan, 1997). As a result, Molchan's error diagram also showed that both target and alarm earthquakes significantly synchronized with the positive phase of the sinusoidal curve with the 3.09-year period off Iwate prefecture (Figure S14), although alarm earthquakes are less significant than target ones. SSEs might facilitate cascading ruptures (Noda et al., 2013) and thus lead to a large-magnitude rupture (target earthquake). Accordingly, foreshocks detected by Maeda's method may be excited by SSEs.

However, one example shows that seismicity swarms do not always lead to a target earthquake. In region N, alarm earthquakes occurred occasionally during 1974–1988 without being followed by a target earthquake (Figures 5c and 5d). Noda et al. (2013) showed by a rate and state simulation of faults with a hierarchical asperity model, in which a large, tough patch includes smaller fragile patches, that only small patches ruptured without a cascade-up process occurring because of the high strength of the large patch. During 1974–1988, the plate boundary status might have been characterized by a high coupling rate. Although the catalog of small repeating earthquakes does not cover the entire 1974–1988 period, the slope of the averaged cumulative slip of repeating earthquakes during 1984.5–1988 in region N (green curves in Figures 5c and 5d) is gentler than the slope in later periods, indicating a higher interplate coupling rate. In addition, the fact that only three of the nine alarm earthquakes (∼33%) synchronized with the SSE periods during 1974–1988 suggests that the interplate coupling status differed during that period compared with the status both before 1974 and after 1988.
The number of not only target earthquakes but also alarm earthquakes decreased after 1996. The slope of the averaged cumulative slip of repeating earthquakes after 1996 in region N is gentler than that during 1989–1995 and steeper than that during 1984.5–1988, indicating moderate interplate coupling. During 2004–2009, the slope is the same as during 1984.5–1988, and the periodicity of SSEs also collapsed (see Figure 5.)
Therefore, the interplate coupling status may have been similar during 1984.5–1988 and 2004–2009.

In region S, the repeating earthquakes analysis showed no SSE periodicity (see Figure 4 of Uchida et al., 2016). Using ocean-bottom pressure data, Ito et al. (2013) estimated that an SSE of $M_w 6.8$ occurred in November 2008 and one of $M_w 7.0$ occurred in February 2011 in a part of region S. A target earthquake and an alarm earthquake occurred almost in synchronization with the 2008 SSE shown by orange lines in Figures 5c and 5d. Accordingly, foreshocks also in region S might be excited by SSEs.

Off Ibaraki prefecture, four of six target earthquakes were alarmed (AR 66.7%; Table 2, Figure 6), and 4 of 13 alarm earthquakes were true foreshocks (TR 30.8%). In area H off Ibaraki prefecture (pink dashed rectangle in Figures 6a and 6b), the excitation period of SSEs was 2.53 years (Uchida et al., 2016). Four of six target earthquakes and 6 of 13 alarm earthquakes synchronized with the SSE period (pink and gray stripes in Figures 6c and 6d). The one-sided testing probabilities of chance occurrence were 34.3% and 70.9%, respectively, by the binomial test, so the null hypothesis could not be rejected with a significance level of 5%. During 1997–2005, however, the periodicity of SSEs was not clear in area H (Figure 5d of Uchida et al., 2016). Furthermore, the averaged cumulative slips of repeating earthquakes in the evaluation area did not show a clear periodicity of SSEs in this study (green curve in Figures 6c and 6d). Therefore, these target and alarm earthquakes seem to lack periodicity. However, because background swarm activity related to SSEs (Nishikawa et al., 2019) occurs off Ibaraki prefecture (Figure 4b), the foreshocks may be related to non-periodic SSEs.

To summarize, foreshocks extracted from swarm activity by Maeda's method may be excited by SSEs, and foreshocks off Iwate prefecture, in particular, are excited by periodic SSEs.

### 5.3. Central Honshu

In central Honshu, we adopted $D = 0.2°$ because it yielded the maximum $\Delta\text{AIC}$ among the three tested values (Table S2). Six of 15 target earthquakes were alarmed (AR 40.0%; Figure 7) of 73 alarm earthquakes were true foreshocks (TR 9.6%). Two events among the six alarmed target earthquakes occurred along the ISTL, and five occurred in the NKTZ (Figure 1). The AR was relatively high in the grids in these areas.

Many earthquakes were induced throughout Japan by the $M_w 9.0$ Tohoku-oki earthquake, which occurred at 14:46 JST on 11 March 2011 (Hirose et al., 2011). Alarm earthquakes also increased just after the $M_w 9$ event (Figure 7d). One induced earthquake was event C ($M_w 6.7$), which occurred about 13 h after the Tohoku-oki earthquake (Figure 7c). Maeda's method automatically judged event C to be an alarmed target earthquake. However, only one foreshock candidate had occurred in the aftershock area of event C (crosses in Figure S4); in addition, $N_f = 5$, indicating that event C had little relation to the alarm earthquake and swarm activity around 36.8°N. Because this isolated swarm activity occurred over a short time interval, Maeda's method may have incorrectly judged it to be a true foreshock. Accordingly, event C has characteristics different from those of other alarmed target earthquakes. If we take this into account, we can see that the features of foreshocks in the NKTZ differ to the east and west of Mt. Niigata-Yakeyama (either side of the orange dashed line in Figures 7a and 7b): both AR and TR were high to the west, but low to the east. This difference was apparently caused by differences in the seismic velocity structure, as described below.
Nakajima and Hasegawa (2007) showed by a 3D tomography study that the depth range of low-velocity anomalies changes along the NKTZ. West of Mt. Niigata-Yakeyama, a prominent low-velocity anomaly area extends from the upper crust to the uppermost mantle. Nakajima and Hasegawa (2007) suggested that the low-velocity anomaly might be caused by the presence of melts and a higher temperature zone resulting from the magmatic activity. Thus, swarms associated with fluid movement detected by Maeda's method might appear to be precursors (foreshocks) of target earthquakes. In contrast, east of Mt. Niigata-Yakeyama, a high-velocity anomaly area was observed in the crust. Thus, the situation in the NKTZ contrasts with that along the Japan trench, where no foreshocks occurred in low-velocity anomaly areas (cf., Section 5.1).

5.4. Izu Islands

In the Izu Islands, we adopted $D = 0.2^\circ$ because it yielded the maximum $\Delta$AIC among the three tested values (Table S2). Among 65 target earthquakes, 47 were alarmed (AR 72.3%); thus, AR was higher than in the other areas (Table 2, Figure 8). Among 314 alarm earthquakes, 63 were true foreshocks (TR 20.1%). Alarmed target earthquakes were distributed almost evenly along the Shichito-Ioto ridge (a line of active volcanoes) and the Zenisu ridge (Figure 1). Many alarmed target earthquakes occurred to the east of the

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but for off Ibaraki prefecture. (a), (b) The pink dashed rectangle indicates area H in Uchida et al. (2016). The brown dashed circle indicates a subducted seamount (Mochizuki et al., 2008). (c), (d) Pink stripes indicate the positive phases of the 2.53-year period obtained by the best-fitted sinusoidal function to data after 1992 estimated by Uchida et al. (2016), and gray stripes indicate retrospective positive phases. Green curves indicate the averaged cumulative slip of repeating earthquakes in the evaluation region.
Izu Peninsula (around 35°N), and AR was high (e.g., 92.3% = 12/13%, and 83.3% = 5/6). In the eastern Izu region, swarm rate changes coincided with changes in volumetric strain increments caused by magma intrusions (e.g., Kumazawa et al., 2016). Maeda’s method tends to detect swarms associated with magmatic activity as precursors (foreshocks) of target earthquakes.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 5, but for central Honshu. (a), (b) The red line in (a), (b) indicates the Itoigawa-Shizuoka Tectonic Line (ISTL) (Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion, 2015a). The blue dashed line indicates the boundary between the Amur and Okhotsk plates at the Earth’s surface (Bird, 2003). The Niigata-Kobe Tectonic Zone lies between the pink dashed lines (Sagiya et al., 2000). The orange dashed line indicates a velocity perturbation boundary in the crust (Nakajima & Hasegawa, 2007). Triangles indicate active volcanoes. Mt. NY indicates Mt. Niigata-Yakeyama. (c), (d) The vertical dashed line indicates the origin time (14:46 JST on March 11, 2011) of the Mw 9.0 Tohoku-oki earthquake. Event A, M 5.0 (2:18 JST on February 27, 2011); Event B, M 5.5 (5:38 JST on February 27, 2011); and Event C, M 6.7 (3:59 JST on March 12, 2011).
Around Nii-jima island (34.3°–34.5°N, 139.2°–139.4°E), 27 false alarm earthquakes occurred frequently, especially during 1990–2000. During this period, although the seismicity rate and maximum event magnitude tended to increase from year to year, a target earthquake did not occur. A structural investigation along the Shichito-Ioto ridge showed that the middle crust is thinner beneath Nii-jima island than beneath

---

**Figure 8.** Same as Figure 5, but for the Izu Islands. (c, d) The vertical dashed line indicates the origin time of the $M_w$ 9.0 mainshock.
Izu-oshima and Miyake-jima islands (Kodaira et al., 2007). Nii-jima island is a rhyolitic volcano whereas Izu-oshima and Miyake-jima are basaltic volcanoes. Differences in the lithologic character and growth process of the middle crust may thus affect the occurrence of target earthquakes near these islands. More study is needed to clarify the relation between these features and foreshock activity. Note that the seismicity rate decreased overall after 2000 (see Section S1 and Figure S5), and the number of target earthquakes also decreased (Figure 8c). Although the number of alarm earthquakes increased just after the $M_w 9$ event, they were not followed by target earthquakes. Therefore, the earthquakes induced by the $M_w 9$ event may have ruptured only small asperity patches without the occurrence of a cascade-up process (Noda et al., 2013) owing to the high strength of a large patch.

5.5. Suggestions for Future Work

We used all earthquakes along the Japan trench shallower than 100 km because the depth precision of off-shore earthquakes is insufficient. However, interplate and intraplate earthquakes occur together in double seismic planes in the Pacific slab (Gamage et al., 2009). As the ocean-bottom seismometer network becomes denser, it may be possible to improve forecast efficiency by selecting earthquakes based on fault parameters. The finding that foreshocks off Iwate and Miyagi prefectures are excited by periodic SSEs is very useful information. However, because increased aftershock and aftsress activities since the $M_w 9$ event have overshadowed periodic SSEs, continuous monitoring will be necessary to detect the possible reactivation of periodic SSEs.

Because Maeda’s method is a forecast model based on short-term foreshocks, the lead time from an alarm earthquake to a target earthquake is only several days. A comprehensive forecast model (Aki, 1981) that takes into consideration mid-to-long term precursors such as changes of the $b$ value in the Gutenberg-Richter law (Nanjo et al., 2012), tidal correlation (Tanaka, 2012), and seismic quiescence (Katsumata, 2011) is needed. In addition, by taking into consideration differences in magnitude, time, and epicentral distance between the mainshock and largest foreshock (Tamaribuchi et al., 2018), we may be able to constrain the alarmed area and magnitude.

6. Conclusions

We investigated the effectiveness of earthquake forecast by Maeda’s method that extracted precursory swarm activity under various tectonic environments of Japan such as regions characterized by interplate seismic activity, a tectonic fault line (concentrated deformation zone), and an island arc area of seismic and volcanic activity. We compared Maeda’s method with not only random guesses but also the ETAS forecast based on the stationary space-time ETAS model. As a result, we confirmed the forecast efficiency of Maeda’s method was generally higher (Section 4.1). Besides, the synthetic ETAS catalog analysis showed that the seismicity immediately before target earthquakes was more active in the real catalog, and the comprehensive forecast efficiency index F-measure was higher when Maeda’s method is applied to the real catalog than to the synthetic ETAS catalogs (Section 4.2). To summarize, Maeda’s method is a simple and efficient counting-number-based earthquake forecast model and may capture characteristics of foreshocks that reflect a physical phenomenon, such as a nucleation process involving precursory slip, which the stationary ETAS model is not able to represent.

We also found that foreshocks along the Japan trench were distributed along the edges of low-velocity anomaly areas and among areas of background swarms that correspond to SSEs (Section 5). Those foreshocks may be caused by a heterogeneous stress distribution associated with the existence of a plate-bending axis and a subducted seamount. In particular, foreshocks off Iwate and Miyagi prefectures were excited by periodic SSEs. In the inland tectonic zone and the island arc, swarm activity associated with magmatic or fluid activity tended to precede a target earthquake.
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